The GroupTheory package was added to Maple 17 [1] . It deals with discrete groups. The package offers visualizations of group theoretic concepts; accepts input and generates output that is relatively close to the classical textbook notation; and can deal with parameterized groups where the parameters are given only symbolically.
Basic functionality
Groups can be represented in one of five ways: by permutations, by generators and relations, by an explicit multiplication table, as a set with manually defined group operations, and as an abstract group where elements cannot be listed but only properties computed. (This last option is explored in Section 2.) There is a substantial library of groups, containing all small groups of up to 200 elements (numbered consistently with the small group databases in GAP and Magma), all simple groups, many linear groups, and many individually named groups. These groups can typically be constructed in multiple representations: for example, using the DihedralGroup command, one can construct either the permutation or the finitely presented representation.
Such a group can then be interrogated about its properties, such as its order, whether it is simple, or its Fitting subgroup. Isomorphism testing between arbitrary groups is also supported. In total, the package contains about 120 commands for constructing and interrogating groups.
Symbolic groups
The GroupTheory package can deal with groups where it cannot list any elements explicitly. There are two such classes of groups: those where the group is defined only up to a symbolic parameter (such as DihedralGroup(n) or D n , the dihedral group with 2n elements), and those where listing elements is merely highly impractical, such as the Monster group M. false For groups defined with a symbolic parameter, Maple has some predefined properties as for the purely symbolic groups, but it can also deduce some properties from assumptions made on the parameters: > IsNilpotent(DihedralGroup(6*n)) assuming n :: posint; true
Interface
The GroupTheory package attempts to accept input and generate output in typography that is as close as possible to what one would traditionally find it in a textbook.
The requirements for input are clearly much stricter than for output, in that the input has to be processed by the parser for the general Maple language. Nonetheless, the package understands as input finitely presented groups in the format g 1 , . . . , g n |r 1 , . . . , r k , where g 1 , . . . , g n are the generators and r 1 , . . . , r k are the relations.
For output, there is much more functionality. A few examples follow. 
Input and output Discussion
> DirectProduct(Monster(), Symm(n));
The direct product of the monster group and the symmetric group of order n.
> DerivedSeries(Symm(4));
The derived series of the symmetric group of order 4. The normalizer in PSL(2, 3) of a Sylow-3 subgroup, h. Note that the generators of h are computed lazily, but once they are computed (in order to compute the order of h), they are remembered. This is discussed in Section 5.
Visualization
The GroupTheory package supports two visualizations: a subgroup lattice and a Cayley table.
An example of the subgroup lattice visualization can be found in Figure 1 . This figure was obtained with the commands 176 Two examples of the Cayley table visualization are shown in Figures 2 and 3 . In Figure 2 , the centre of the group is indicated by a thick black line. It consists of two elements. In Figure 3 , the elements are highlighted depending on the coset of a particular subgroup they occur in.
5 Performance: memoization and autocompiled code Groups are represented by objects (a type of modules). This provides part of the dispatching logic that selects the appropriate piece of code when a property needs to be computed for a given tuple of arguments. Another part is a memoization feature: most properties that are defined on a single argument, such as group order or simplicity, are computed only when necessary, but are remembered. That is, once such a property is computed, it is stored in a hash table in the object, with the property name as the key, and subsequent computations take advantage of this by looking it up rather than recomputing. A demonstration of this functionality is contained in Section 3. For many of the low level algorithms, it was decided that the best tradeoff between performance and ease of programming was obtained by writing them in the subset of the Maple language that can be directly compiled into C code, and using the autocompile option. This means that the code is compiled on the fly.
As an example of these techniques, let us examine the IdentifySmallGroup command. It is used for identifying the isomorphism type of small groups (presently of size 200 or less) and uses the same numbering as its GAP and Magma equivalents. There are many shortcuts, for example if the group order n is prime. If these do not apply, the algorithm determines, for each possible order d|n, the numbers of group elements of order d, and additionally the number of elements of the derived subgroup. These numbers are determined from the Cayley table of the group by autocompilable code. It then evaluates a perfect hash function on this sequence of numbers to find all groups that share these characterstics. (The hash function value is one of the values remembered as described in Section 5.) Subsequently, as long as there is more than one candidate left, the code uses its general isomorphism testing command AreIsomorphic.
